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01 - The Insanitizers "Fright Night" 
Uploaded by Squid. 
Spectres, Shadows and Scares lurk at every turn, reaching out to grab... in this "Fright Night" 
adventure instrumental. The intro, first verse and last verse were performed on three bass 
guitars + percussion. All organ-like tones were played on guitars (no organs, keyboards, synths 
or MIDI). 
If you like "Fright Night" you'll enjoy the Insanitizers new "Space Force" album (although Fright 
Night is not in it). You can hear the album on Pandora, Spotify, other streamers and 
Insanitizers.com 

02 - SandBug "Pioggia Sul Tuo Viso, pt. 4 (Morricone 
cover)" 
Uploaded by SandBug. 
I humbly covered this piece composed by maestro Ennio Morricone as a tribute to and 
celebration of his life. The piece is called "Pioggia Sul Tuo Viso, pt. 4" which translates to 
english as "Rain On Your Face". It's one of many arrangments of the theme from the movie 
"Come Imparai Ad Amare Le Donne" whichtranslates "How I Learned To Love Women". I didn't 
try to make any changes, or do things differently as I love the original version. The world would 
not be what it is today without Morricone's massive influence. 

03 - Blood Reef "Symphony Of The Living Damned" 
Uploaded by DeathTide. 
This is from our last practice before my ability to play guitar was (hopefully temporarily) 
suspended. Also we sort of broke up after this practice. Enjoy the mistakes and the inconsistent 
mix! 

04 - Jay Poisön and the Bat People "Deuce of Hearts" 
Uploaded by JayPoison. 
After years of loving surf music and dreaming of playing it, I've caved in and made my first 
album. Thanks SG101 for feeding into this for years. 

 

 

http://insanitizers.com/


05 - DannySnyder "Kiss From A Rose" 
Uploaded by DannySnyder. 
I'm collaborating on a project to create an album of cover songs of 90's pop hits. My first attempt 
is this cover of Seal's Kiss From A Rose. The original is in 6/8 but that won't cut it for surf, so I 
hammered it into a 4/4 hole, added a little extra twang, some organ and sped it way up. 
For those keeping score it's a Jaguar into an Nocturne Brain pedal (the perfect surf guitar 
booster), micro pog and and Korg echo, into a tank into my quilter, direct out into my recorder. 
The rest is all garageband. Enjoy! 

06 - The Baikal Surfers "Johnny Evans" 
Uploaded by daimonlog. 
This is our first single specially for SG101 from our first yet unreleased album. Greetings to 
everyone! 

07 - Chartophylacium "Medianoche en La Habana" 
Uploaded by Chartophylacium. 
Palm trees, old cars and run-down houses in the darkness. The moon is shining and you find 
yourself on the beach... This is my attempt in creating a surf ballad. I hope you enjoy it. 
This is just my Jazzmaster into a Electro Harmonix Ocean's 11 and direct out into the recorder 
seasoned with some Bass and Drums. All instruments have been played by me and no guitar 
strings have been hurt during recording. 

08 - Shore Line Dreamers "Tiki Rituals" 
Uploaded by MantaMike. 
This smouldering, atmospheric number is taken from a collection of recordings that I have made 
over the last few months. 
I have a tiny home studio in the outhouse where I run Logic Pro X with a few third party 
plugins.The drums were created using Logic Drummer and the organ sounds were recorded 
using the Martinic 'Elka Panther' plugin. Guitars straight into my pedalboard then outboard 
reverb and from there, into an Apogee Element interface. The bass was recorded using a 
Fender Bassman 500 as a preamp then, a DI to the interface. 
The fire crackling was a loped audio sample. Real maracas recorded with a SM57 type mic. 
Sorry for all the geeky detail! 

 

 

 



09 - ldk "Sleepin' In" 
Uploaded by ldk. 
I started making a song with a 'Surfer’s Life' vibe based on the guitar solo in 'Tracy’s World' by 
the Smithereens. Along the way, I liked the bass line that I came up with, so I put that in the 
lead, with a rhythm guitar playing arpeggios. Drums with Hydrogen. Hope you like it. 

10 - The Creature Preachers "Waking The Krampus" 
Uploaded by mewss. 
He is coming... 

11 - The Cholla "Spaghetti Jungle" 
Uploaded by The_Cholla. 
A spaghetti western vibe for that one, kinda melodramatic, just before the last gunfight of an 
epic journey  
This is a demo version, maybe I will make a more official recording someday, but not sure at all 
so I thought I would share it as is. Thanks to Brian for the comp, and to all who contribute and 
give it a listen. Cheers ! 

12 - Aloha Sluts "Lullabye (live at Aloha Fest 4)" 
Uploaded by arny. 
Recorded live on 8-track in January 2020 at the fourth edition of Aloha Fest, when the world 
was still OK. I think it was the second gig we did with the new line up. One of our most relaxed 
songs ever and the only ballad I ever wrote. Now, 11 months later, Aloha Sluts have 
transformed into a surfpunk beast that combines Black Flag with Link Wray and scares every 
mom that has blond surfer girls as daughters  
By ze way... Aloha Fest 5 has been postponed to May of 2021 and will be a seated Covid 19 
festival for only 50 people or the surfin' mayhem you are used to with 300+ people going nuts.... 
we'll keep you informed! 

13 - Gimlet "This is The Way (Surfing With the 
Mandalorian)" 
Uploaded by Gimlet. 
This is a 'theme and variation' cover of the Mandalorian opening titles song, originally by Ludwig 
Göransson. There's 3 amps being 'abused' on this track - my AC30CCH, A AC15HW and a 
Fender Twin. Vibrato/Trems on the amps and a little help from a Walrus Audio Monument. 
Drums are courtesy a good friend who drank way too much espresso. 
Because the actual theme is a deliberate nod to spaghetti westerns and samurai films, I tried to 
mess with it a little and mix a little space rock in, with a dash of essence of cold war spy. 
Hope you guys like this little experiment! And thanks again to Brian for the comp! 
Gimlet 



14 - Northern Savages "Hot Sauce Packet" 
Uploaded by cirecc. 
This is an early recording from a current project I'm working on. We'll have more out very soon! 

15 - revmike "Wrap Around" 
Uploaded by revmike. 
A little surf tune to end 2020. 

16 - TomH "Ombra Del Sole" 
Uploaded by TomH. 
This is a demo of a new song that I wrote and will hopefully be added to the Eerie Invaders 
repertoire. 

17 - JeffLeites "Sunset Surf" 
Uploaded by JeffLeites. 
This is an original tune that I wrote for this year’s compilation. I generated the drum, bass and a 
subtle keyboard track with Band In A Box. The Lead, Rhythm and 12 string flanger guitar tracks 
are all played by me. 

18 - Archie Vetters "Below The Surface" 
Uploaded by twang10. 
The melody for this simple tune occurs for the most part over the common I to bVII chord vamp. 
The synth sounds are from a Boss SY-300 guitar synth connected directly to the computer via 
usb. 
The percussion was generated by Logic's drummer. 
The guitar "amp" used was a Strymon Iridium pedal plugged into the HI-Z input of the interface. 
The bass was recorded using a tc electronic spectra drive pre-amp pedal then Logic's bass amp 
designer with 
a Two Notes WOS ir was applied. 
Mastered using Cloudbounce. 

 

 

 

 



19 - Colorado Surf Club "ajaB" 
Uploaded by subdigit6. 
I was messing around with Baja by The Astronauts on a looper pedal one day and I mis-counted 
the measures. I ended up playing the chorus lead over the verse rhythm and it kinda worked- 
which sparked an idea to flip the parts. I threw out the idea to give it a try at an impromptu 
Astronauts jam session with Jesse Carraway (1st drummer of The Aquasonics and 1st drummer 
of The Royal Aces) on drums and Sonichris (guitar in The Aquasonics) on rhythm guitar, and 
they nailed it after a couple practice passes. We had to change a few notes to make things fit, 
and it was all in fun. Original tracks were recorded at Jesse's basement studio, and I later 
overdubbed a tremolo rhythm track and bass. Much thanks to these two guys for indulging my 
goofy idea! 
Jeff L, Colorado (aka "subdigit6") 

20 - Eddie Katcher "Patton's Run" 
Uploaded by eddiekatcher. 
This year I decided to dig deep into the band archives rather than record a cover, or one of the 
new ideas that I've been working on. "Patton's Run" goes back a long way. Twenty plus years to 
be exact. As a matter of fact, it's the first surf/instro song I ever tried to write. I penned it after 
attending several Penetrator's shows and becoming increasingly more inspired to take a shot at 
writing an original myself. I actually came home late one night after one of their Star Bar 
appearances, went downstairs to the "Boat Werx" where the band room is, and started 
brain-storming. I got lucky. Within an hour or so the basic verse and bridge were worked out. 
Early on, the X-Rays performed it but we never included it on an album, nor over the years has 
The Surge! As a matter of fact I hadn't thought about "Pattons Run" in a long time. Recently, 
while cleaning up files on the computer downstairs, I discovered a early X-Rays recording of it 
and decided to have a go at re-recording it, this time with me playing all the parts. The 
inspiration for the name came from the entrance rapid on the Nantahala River. Production wise, 
its my AVRI '62 Jazzmaster on leads left and right, Jazz Bass and Jaguar, bass and rhythm 
center, Mackie 32-8 into an Alesis HD-24. '65 Bandmaster/EV-15L all parts Cheers! 

21 - stratdancer "Grim New Reality" 
Uploaded by stratdancer. 
Dedicated to all the bands, fans and venues sidelined due to the pandemic. 

22 - The Corvegas "Penetration" 
Uploaded by Sonic_Blue. 
This is a cover of Penetration by the Pyramids, performed by my band, The Corvegas. 

 

 



23 - simoncoil "Der Mond ist aufgegangen (The moon 
has risen)" 
Uploaded by simoncoil. 
This is a minimalist arrangement of a German song from 1790, which is still very popular as an 
evening/campfire song or even lullaby, if you omit the more gloomy verses. See here for some 
background: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Der_Mond_ist_aufgegangen 
Initially, I wanted to record a totally different song for the compilation, but somehow things didn't 
work out. Once I set my mind on "Der Mond ist aufgegangen" things just seemed to work 
themselves out... 
Drums were programmed with hydrogen drum machine, guitars were recorded with a mid 90s 
Mexican Strat into a Surfy Bear and a Joyo American True Tone pedal. Tracks were mixed and 
treated with some reverb and limiting in Audacity; nothing fancy. 

24 - The AquaSonics "Surf Party" 
Uploaded by Sonichris. 
January, 2021 marks the 20th year for The Aquasonics. We've had plenty of fun and some 
discord over the years. Several original members moved on, but in 2012, the 4 original guys got 
together with Jeff Lewis (subdigit6) to record a bunch of Astronauts songs for fun. This is one. 
Interestingly, the original 4 guys never played Surf Party until this recording. Jesse on drums, 
Scott on bass, Maui on splashy/chunky rhythm, Jeff on ringing chords, and me on lead. John 
Koontz took pictures. 
This is the last recording of the original 4 AquaSonics. 
Recorded in Jesse's basement in November, 2012. Thanks to Jesse Caraway, Scott Hartman, 
Maui Malara and Jeff Lewis. 

25 - mtietjen & Drumsdick "The Upside Down" 
Uploaded by mtietjen. 
The Upside Down 
This is my first-ever effort at composing and recording a surf tune. This song came into my head 
after watching a particularly creepy episode of Stranger Things and is named after the show’s 
dark alternate dimension. The rhythm and melody would get stuck in my head on and off for the 
past year and I figured out how to play it on guitar but it didn’t feel completely like a song until 
my neighbor, SG101’s own “Drumsdick,” made a drum track for it. 
I played the guitar parts using my 1998 Fender Stratocaster Deluxe into a Fender Blues Junior 
amp recorded with a USB mic into Studio One. Drums were recorded live over my scratch track 
by “Drumsdick”, playing his DW Collectors drum kit, with a vintage 6-lug Ludwig Pioneer snare 
drum and vintage Zildjian A cymbals. He used a single Zoom H2 stereo USB mic into Garage 
Band on a Mac Mini. 
We hope you enjoy the results of our collaboration! 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Der_Mond_ist_aufgegangen


26 - Dead Planet Surfers "Bronze barrels of ammonia" 
Uploaded by el_pablo. 
This is a demo of an original tune that we're working on at the moment. Thanks for listening! 

27 - Neptune Trojans "Bees [demo]" 
Uploaded by BrentD. 
This is a quick, early demo of a new song. Hoping to include it on the next Neptune Trojans 
release. 
Thanks to Brian and the SG101 community! 


